
 The challenges of opening a vasectomy clinic

 Myths and misconceptions in your community or country

 Future of male contraception

 Ethical challenges for vasectomy (e .g . how young is too young?)

 Men who choose vasectomy out of concern for the environment

 Men ’s choice/Women ’s choice

 Gender fluidity and vasectomy

 Women and Vasectomy

Conversation topics may include:  

 Work with WVD to ‘program the hour’ include choosing:

 Topics

 Guests

 Media assets (films, animations, photos)

1.

a.

b.

c.

FROM 5:00  PM TO 5:00  PM (EST)

NOVEMBER 18  &  19,  2021

To get on with this year’s global celebration we bring you a 
24 hour Zoom-athon with conversations, information, films, cultural

lectures and talks with men who are getting vasectomies, their
doctors and supportive partners. We are also gathering sexual and
reproductive advocates, FP organizations and representatives of

Ministries of Health from around the world.

We break the event into 24 hours, each hour with a different co-host. 

 WVD will co-host as well, and will help organize, frame and manage the

discussions.  It is a great opportunity to share everyone's work and

concerns with a global community.

JOIN OUR 24 HOUR 
GLOBAL CELEBRATION

CONCEPT

ROLE OF CO-HOST

Our goal is to discuss tough topics as well as report on the status of male

engagement including vasectomy in each country or community. 

We are open to new ideas, and we look forward to seeing where our

conversations with you lead.. 

CHOOSE GUESTS WHO WILL
MAKE FOR LIVELY AND
INFORMED DISCUSSIONS.

Guests can be from Health Ministry, allied

organizations who work in your country or

community. They can be men who are getting a

vasectomy as part of WVD or doctors who are

doing them; family members, like wives or

partners. 

BUILDING AN AUDIENCE FOR
YOUR HOSTED HOUR
We’ll work together including with your own communication’s

team (where relevant) to develop a media strategy and to find

ways to engage a broader public and promote your hour of

programming

Together,  we’re seeking to cover a diversity of themes that focus on male

engagement in family planning but not necessarily exclusively about

vasectomies.  


